Petersfield Church of England School
Curriculum Information
Elm Class, Spring Term 2021- Britannia
English
This term we will be starting off English learning
about recounts, we will be recounting some of
the things we have got up to over Christmas.
The children will be focusing on developing their
sentence structures and the language they are
including. We will then focus on poetry and nonfiction writing and will read lots of non-fiction
texts about London and Great Britain. We will be
creating our own non-fiction posters and
information leaflets.
In addition to this, we will continue to have daily
phonics, handwriting and reading sessions.

Science
In this unit children will learn about a variety of
habitats and the plants and animals that live
there. They learn to tell the difference
between things that are living, dead and things
that have never been alive, and apply this in a
range of contexts. They make observations
of a local habitat and the creatures that live
there, investigating conditions in local
microhabitats and how they affect the
minibeasts found within them.

Mathematics
Year 1
Multiplication and division through sharing
and making equal groups. Finding fractions
of shapes (halving and finding quarters)
Ordering lengths and heights and use
apparatus to measure. Learn the difference
between mass and capacity and compare
these within objects. The children will also be
learning about temperature.
Year 2
Learning to divide and multiply equal
numbers. Using fractions to find halves,
quarters and thirds of shapes/numbers. To
measure in centimetres, meters and
millimetres. Learn about mass (kg,g)
comparing the differences between mass and
capacity. The children will also be learning
about temperature.

History and Geography
In History we will learn about Florence
Nightingale. We will look at some significant
events from the past and place them into
chronological order. We will compare how the
local area has changed using maps and look at
the differences between hospitals past and
present.
In Geography we will use maps, atlases, globes
and aerial views to locate where we live and to
find Cambridge and London. We will go on a tour
of Britain and the local area to learn all about the
physical characteristics of different places and
use the correct geographical vocabulary to
describe them.
Art & DT: Landscapes and seascapes/cooking
Music: Music Express – Going Places
PE: Games and Gymnastics, PE will be on a
Tuesday and Thursday.

RE
In RE this term we will be learning about
what is Christian worship? What does it
mean to be a Christian we will also be
learning about the importance of Easter to
Christians. Why do Christians celebrate
Easter? We will be learning the Easter story
and how Easter is celebrated.

PSHE: We will explore the importance of working
together and investigate our skills and strengths.
Computing: Children will become confident using
computer skills including logging on and off the
computers, using a range of ICT, choosing and
completing a simple programming and learning
how we can use the internet to find out
information.

